Abstract. Cluster analysis is a fundamental technique in pattern recognition. It is difficult to cluster data on complex data sets. This paper presents a new algorithm for clustering. There are three key ideas in the algorithm: using mutual neighborhood graphs to discover knowledge and cluster data; using eigenvalues of local covariance matrixes to express knowledge and form a knowledge embedded space; and using a denoising trick in knowledge embedded space to implement clustering. Essentially, it learns a new distance metric by knowledge embedding and makes clustering become easier under this distance metric. The experiment results show that the algorithm can construct a quality neighborhood graph from a complex and noisy data set and well solve clustering problems.
Introduction
Cluster analysis is the automatic identification of groups of similar objects. The discovered clusters serve as the foundation for other data mining and analysis techniques. There have been many works on cluster analysis. Existing clustering algorithms, such as K-means [1] , PAM [2] , CLARANS [3] , DBSCAN [4] , CURE [5] , and ROCK [6] are designed to find clusters that fit some static models. These algorithms will breakdown if the model is not adequate to capture the characteristics of clusters. Most of these algorithms breakdown when the data set consists of clusters that are of different shapes, densities and sizes [7] . This paper presents a new clustering algorithm. There are three key ideas in the algorithm. The first is using mutual neighborhood graphs to discover knowledge and cluster data. The second is using eigenvalues of local covariance matrixes to express knowledge and embedding knowledge into the input space to form a knowledge embedded space. MNN (Mutual Nearest Neighbor) distance in the knowledge embedded space is used as the new distance metric instead of Euclidean distance in the input space. The third is using a denoising trick in knowledge embedded space to implement clustering. Essentially, it learns a new distance metric by knowledge embedding and makes clustering become easier under this distance metric. The experiment results show that the algorithm can cluster data of different shapes, densities and sizes correctly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section two gives basic notions and an overview of related work. Section three describes the new method in detail. Section four explains several experiments using the new method. Section five gives some discussions. Section six presents conclusions.
Basic Notions and Related Work
The basic ideas of our algorithm are elicited by LLE [8, 9] . LLE showed us an efficient way to use local information to solve nonlinear problems. First, it constructs a neighborhood graph. Next, it discovers the information of reconstruction weights from the neighborhood graph. Finally, it carries out nonlinear dimensionality reduction by using the reconstruction weights. Our algorithm is similar to LLE except it solves clustering problems. First, a mutual neighborhood graph is constructed. For ideal data sets, all points belonging to the same cluster are connected in the neighborhood graph. Any points belonging to different clusters are not connected. However, in practice, due to noise and the complexity of the data set, different clusters are often connected. We must split them from each other. Then, local information useful for clustering is discovered and embedded into input space and a knowledge embedded space is formed. Finally, clustering can be done by the use of this information and different clusters can be split from each other.
The local information used in our algorithm is eigenvalues of local covariance matrixes. This is an extension of local principal component analysis methods [10] [11] [12] . Our method directly uses all the eigenvalues of local covariance matrixes to represent local knowledge rather than only analyzing local principal components. The advantage is that it contains all the information about local shape and local size rather than local dimension. In section 3.4 and 3.5, we will see that eigenvalues are useful for denoising of input data and λ knowledge that are pivotal steps for clustering.
The Kernel-based method [13] [14] [15] is a typical solution for nonlinear problems. The key idea of which is to transform nonlinear data sets in the input space into linear data sets in a high dimensional feature space. Essentially, it is still finding a new distance metric by space transformation. The primary difficulty of kernelbased methods is that it is difficult to choose a proper kernel function to perform this task. In our method, we also construct a high dimension space, an easily formed knowledge embedded space. The purpose is to analyze useful information for clustering, not translate nonlinear data sets into linear data sets.
NK Algorithm
Our algorithm is called NK algorithm. It means mutual neighborhood graph construction by knowledge embedding. "N" indicates neighborhood and "K" indicates Knowledge. This section describes the NK algorithm in detail. First, some basic concepts are defined, and then the details of the algorithm are given.
Definitions
Here are the basic concepts used in NK algorithm which will be explained in the next six subsections. The input of the algorithm is a data set X, with N points:
N is the number of points and d is the dimension number of input data. Definition 1: Set ω i = {x i , x i1 , . . . , x iK } (i = 1, .., N ) is called the local neighborhood of x i , where K is the number of neighbors and x i l (l = 1, . . . , K) denotes the l th nearest neighbor of x i . For convenience, x i0 is used to denote x i and ω i is rewritten as ω i = {x i0 , ..., x iK }.
Definition 2: Local covariance matrix of ω i is:
where
is the vector of eigenvalues of S i and is called the local feature of x i . The knowledge represented by local feature is called λ knowledge.
Definition 4: A neighborhood graph is an undirected weighted graph G = (X, E), where X is the set of data points and E is the set of edges between neighbors with weights e ij to represent the distance. When MNV (Mutual Neighborhood Values) [16] are used as the weights, the neighborhood graph is called a mutual neighborhood graph and the distance represented by MNV is called MNN distance. If x i and x j are not neighbors, let e ij = 0, indicating there is no edge between them; otherwise, e ij is the MNV of x i and x j :
where L ij is the mutual neighborhood value of the pair of points x i and x j . If x j is the p th nearest neighbor of x i and x i is the q th nearest neighbor of
Definition 5: Inadaptability of ω i is defined as follows:
where λ ij is the j th element of
is the vector of eigenvalues of S t . i l (l = 1, . . . , K) is the subscript of x i l which is the l th nearest neighbor of x i .
Mutual Neighborhood Graph Construction
The first step is mutual neighborhood graph construction: Calculate the Euclidean distance of each pair of x i and x j ; Calculate the mutual neighborhood value L = {L ij }; Find the K nearest neighbors for each point x i according to mutual distance L ij . This is a K-NN method which is suitable for our algorithm, when K is fixed, the eigenvalues of a local covariance matrix represent the distribution of the local data, which helps us to learn knowledge from the data. Furthermore, mutual nearest neighbor distance is used instead of Euclidean distance. As we know, MNN distance contains important knowledge for nonlinear problems and makes it easier for the points with similar densities to cluster together. We regard local density as important knowledge for clustering, so MNN distance is more suitable here than traditional Euclidean distance.
Distance Metric Learning by Knowledge Embedding
The second step is to discover knowledge from the mutual neighborhood graph. After mutual neighborhood graph construction, the neighborhood of each data point is identified. As a result, local covariance matrix S i and its eigenvalues λ i can be computed. Then we get local knowledge for each point and the knowledge embedded space is formed by combine x i with λ i :
, where y i is the corresponding point of x i in knowledge embedded space. In the next subsections two steps of denoising are performed which are the pivotal steps in NK algorithm. The distance metric used in our algorithm is MNN distance in the knowledge embedded space rather than Euclidean distance in input space. If two points are close in this distance metric, it means that in the input space, their coordinates are close and local features are similar. How this metric is used for clustering will be discussed in section 5.
Denoising of input data
When data set has some background noise, clustering becomes difficult. We should remove background noise from data set. By the use of λ knowledge, this task can be done easily. As we know, background noise is usually very sparse. So its eigenvalues of local covariance matrix are much larger than other points. Then, background noise can be removed by using a threshold E(λ i ) + P noise * D(λ i ), where E(λ i ) and D(λ i ) are the mean and variance of λ i respectively, and P noise is a parameter. How to choose P noise will be discussed in section 5.
Denoising of λ Knowledge
In neighborhood graphs, there are often some edges connecting two points that are not actually neighbors. These are called false edges. In Fig. 1 , the edges between layers are false edges. Where there is a false edge, the corresponding eigenvalues of the local covariance matrix cannot represent the correct local feature of the neighborhood. We consider this as some kind of noise of λ knowledge. An efficient algorithm must be used to remove the false edges and this is called the denoising of λ knowledge.
Inadaptability a i is defined for false edge finding. In Fig. 2 
and D(a i ) are the mean and variance of a i (i = 1, . . . , N ) and P f alse is a parameter. How to choose P f alse will be discussed in section 5.
Each ω i with false edges is denoised by a steepest descent method. x i l . Then, calculate the distance between x i l and m i . Next, remove the point with the maximal distance from ω i and repeat this procedure until the inadaptability on the rest points is smaller than the threshold E(a i ) + P f alse * D(a i ).
After denoising, a well constructed mutual neighborhood graph is obtained. It is called a denoised mutual neighborhood graph.
Clustering in Knowledge Embedded Space
In the last step, we cluster data in knowledge embedded space. Start from arbitrary node x i , find its K nearest neighbors, x i1 , . . . , x iK . Then find the K nearest neighbors of each x i l , etc. Combining all these points together results in a cluster. All the clusters can be obtained in the same way. It is obvious that the number of clusters is determined automatically.
Summarization of the Algorithm
The algorithm is presented in detail in Table 1 . Fig. 1-4 are experiment results of a two-layer Swiss roll which is a typical nonlinear problem. In the first step, there were many false edges between layers. All the points will be clustered into one cluster, see Fig. 1 . Our algorithm can Table 1 . NK algorithm
Experiments

Clustering
Step 1: Mutual neighborhood graph construction -Calculate the Euclidean distance matrix D = {dij}, i, j = 1, . . . , N .
-Calculate the mutual neighborhood value matrix, L = {Lij}.
-Find the K nearest neighbors for each point xi under MNN distance.
Step 2: Knowledge embedding -Calculate local covariance matrix Si of each point xi.
-Calculate eigenvalues λi of Si.
Step 3: Denoising of input data.
-Calculate the threshold E(λi) + Pnoise * D(λi) and remove noise points.
-Construct a new mutual neighborhood graph on the denoised input data.
Step 4: Denoising of λ knowledge.
-Recalculate eigenvalues λi of each point xi.
-Calculate inadaptability ai of each point xi.
-Calculate the threshold E(ai) + P f alse * D(ai) and select out ωi with false edges whose corresponding ai is larger than the threshold E(ai) + P f alse * D(ai). Step 5: Clustering in knowledge embedded space. cluster all the points correctly, because it uses a denoising trick to remove the false edges, see Fig. 4 . Fig. 5-8 are experiments on data sets of many clusters with different shapes, densities, sizes and also with some background noise. The data sets comes from [17] . All the points can be correctly clustered and background noise is removed. To keep the figure legible, only parts of the points are shown and background noise is not shown. 
Enhanced Isomap
The algorithm was also used to construct the neighborhood graph for ISOMAP [18] . For complex data sets, there are often some false edges in the neighborhood graph which prevent ISOMAP from reducing dimensionality correctly. After removing these false edges, ISOMAP was able to find the structure of complex data sets much more accurately (see Fig. 9 ).
Compare with DBSCAN
DBSCAN [4] is a well-known spatial clustering algorithm that has been shown to find clusters of arbitrary shapes. We have done some experiments to compare NK algorithm and DBSCAN.
In most of our experiments, DBSCAN works very well, but it fails to perform well in some cases while NK algorithm can work well. Fig. 10-13 are some results of DBSACN. Following the recommendation of [4] , the M inP ts was fixed to 4 and Eps was changed in these experiments. Fig. 10 is the best result of DBSCAN with Eps = 0.772 and there are 11 clusters. If Eps is increased to 0.773, some part of Swiss roll of different layers will be clustering into the same clustering, see Fig. 11 . In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 the data set contains clusters of different densities and the figures illustrate that DBSCAN cannot effectively find clusters of different densities [7, 19] while NK algorithm works well on the same data set. To keep the figure legible, only parts of the points are shown, and background noise is not shown.
Run-time analysis
The overall computational complexity of NK algorithm mainly depends on the amount of time it requires to compute nearest neighbors and compute eigenvalues of local covariance matrixes. The complexity of computing nearest neighbors is 
O(dN
2 ) [9] . However, some other nearest neighbors computing algorithms such as K-D trees can be used to compute the neighbors in time O(N log N ) [20] . Computing the eigenvalues of one local covariance matrix scales as O(d 3 ) [9] . As a result, the overall complexity of NK algorithm is O(dN 2 + d 3 N ). It will be greatly sped up if a faster neighbors computing algorithm is used.
We have implemented NK algorithm in MATLAB, running on a Pentium 4 2.0GHz processor. Table 2 gives the actual running times of the algorithm on different data sets of the same dimension of 2. 
Discussion
Distance metrics are very important in many learning and data mining algorithms. MNN distance in knowledge embedding space is used as the new distance metric in NK algorithm. Here some explanation of how this distance metric is used for clustering will be given. If two points y i and y j are close under this distance metric, that is x i is close to x j and λ i is close to λ j , it means that in the input space, the coordinates of these two points are close and their local features are similar. In mutual neighborhood graph construction, each point is connected with its neighbors. This ensures that x i is close to x j if they are neighbors. Although, corresponding λ i and λ j are not always close since there are some false edges. So denoising is performed to remove false edges and after denoising, λ i and λ j become close. Because of this, in a denoised neighborhood graph, each pair of neighbors is close in knowledge embedded space. Note, the new distance metric is not used to measure the distance between each pair of points in the same cluster, but only the distance of neighbors.
There are three main parameters that are determined experimentally. The most important parameter is the number of neighbors K. The other two are P noise and P f alse . In practice, first decide P noise and P f alse , and then choose K. They can be chosen almost independently.
For data set without noise, P noise should be a large number and easy to choose, such as 6 to 8 or even larger. If there is background noise, P noise should be a small number, such as 0.1-1.5. We can set P noise equal to 1 and then reduce it if not all the noise is removed or increase it if too many data points are removed. When choosing P noise , the value of K is not important as long as it is not too small or too large. P f alse is relative easy to choose. We can set P f alse = 2 in most cases. If some points with false edges are not detected, then P f alse should be smaller.
As we know, in neighborhood graph construction algorithm, K is difficult to choose, especially, when data set are complex. In our algorithm, K is easier to choose than many other algorithms profiting from the denoising trick. When false edges can't be removed, even if the points with false edges are detected, K should be smaller. When a data set is sparse or it is asymmetrical, sometimes a cluster will break where the data is very sparse. At this time, increasing K has some effect, but not a thorough solution. This is still a problem to be solved. Most of other clustering algorithm will still fail in the same environment. In our experiments, NK algorithm works much better than DBSCAN when the data set is sparse or it is asymmetrical.
Conclusion
This paper presents a new algorithm for clustering by knowledge embedding. Mutual neighborhood graphing is used for knowledge discovery and clustering. Eigenvalues of local covariance matrixes are used to represent local features. Denoising is needed because data sets are usually complex. The experiment results show that the algorithm can construct a quality neighborhood graph from a complex and noisy data set and it efficiently solves clustering problems.
